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Abstract 

In the new situation, the ideological and political education in Colleges and universities is facing 

new challenges, but also put forward higher requirements and standards for ideological and 

political work. The ideological and political education must be innovated and improved 

according to the current situation. Let the student Party branch, League branch and class adapt 

to the new situation of the working mechanism, give full play to the important role of Party 

building, League building and class building in Ideological and political education. Through 

the investigation, we can know the current situation of the Party branch, the League branch 

and the class construction in our school. Through the analysis, it is found that there are internal 

relations among the Party branch, the League branch and the class construction. Through the 

construction, the Party branch, the League branch and the class construction have formed a 

three-dimensional integrated overall linkage mechanism. Make it a three-dimensional 

integrated construction mechanism with class construction as the foundation, League branch 

construction as the starting point and Party branch construction as the core, a three-

dimensional integrated student cadre training mechanism with class cadres, League cadres and 

branch committees as the unity, and a three-dimensional integrated instructor allocation 

mechanism with close cooperation of counselors, general League branch secretaries and Party 

branch secretaries. In order to give full play to the organizational ability of each student, we 

should seek for development under the common goal, improve the efficiency of division of labor, 

play the core leading role of the Party branch, and take the League branch as the starting point 

to promote class construction. 
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1. How to play the core role of Party branch in class construction 

1.1 Problems in class construction of Party branch construction  

In the questionnaire survey of students in our school, a total of 3616 people were collected. Among 

them, 2860 thought that party members in class actively participated in class activities, and 3258 

thought that party members in class set an example and set an example. However, the student party 

members in our school are basically distributed in the third and fourth grades, while the Party branch 

is relatively an independent organization in our school, and its core role in class construction is not 

well reflected, as shown in Table 1. In the questionnaire survey of 3616 people, 20.13% thought that 

the Party branch and the students' class often had work connection, and 77.46% thought that the party 

members did not actively participate in the class construction. 

Table 1 Participation of Party branch and student party members in class construction 

Option Number statistics Proportion 

Work docking often 728 20.13% 

Participate in class activities 2860 79.09% 

Set an example 3258 90.09% 

Not actively involved 2801 77.46% 
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Person times of this question 3616  

Because, in the class construction, the core role of the Party branch is not obvious. Some party 

branches only emphasize the form but not the content, and the purpose of construction is too strong, 

but ignore the effect of Party branch construction and the role of Battle Fortress. At present, the 

construction of most party branches tends to be standardized, and the important role of Party branches 

in class construction cannot be played. 

1.2 Give full play to the core role of the Party branch in class construction 

First, give full play to the vanguard and exemplary role of Party members. Student party members 

are usually one of the best students in the class. They not only have outstanding academic 

achievements, but also have excellent moral demeanor, ideological progress and higher quality of 

civilization. They set an example for the other students in the class. Members of the student union 

should help other students in the learning process, and give other suggestions and help in the learning 

process. 

The second is to give full play to the role of grass-roots fortress of the Party branch. The Party branch 

is the grass-roots organization of the party and an excellent core organization. How to play the core 

role of the Party branch in the class construction is to see the influence and role of the Party branch 

on the class, and in this process, make the Party branch and the class establish a close relationship, 

promote each other and develop together. Because the student party members in our school are 

relatively concentrated in the third and fourth grades, we can establish a party group in the Party 

branch. The Party group is responsible for the grade and major, and the Party group members connect 

with the student class. Let Party members play a central role in the class style construction and 

learning construction, so that each student can form a good learning and living atmosphere, and lay a 

good foundation for the overall development of the individual. 

2. CTaking the construction of League branch as the starting point and 
promoting class construction 

2.1 Problems in league branch construction 

The League branch is the main position for Young League members to grow up and become talents, 

and it is also an important basic unit for the construction and development of the Communist Youth 

League in Colleges and universities. At present, the role of the League branch as a battle fortress is 

not well reflected, and the cultural construction is relatively weak. The League branch and the class 

committee are each of their own. They are not clear about their work responsibilities. They are not 

complementary enough in their work, do not handle their work relations well, and contradict each 

other. The quality of the work of the League cadres needs to be improved, the league members lack 

the sense of ownership and other problems, the role of the combat fortress of the Mission branch is 

not well played, which restricts the important functions of the Mission branch as a grab, as shown in 

Table 2. 

Table 2 Cooperation between League branch and class committee 

Option Number statistics Proportion 

Work together 3136 86.73% 

Insufficient complementarity 369 10.2% 

Each is in its own camp 111 3.07% 

Person times of this question 3616  

2.2 Problems in league branch construction 

One is to guide young students as a starting point. The Youth League branch should carry out 

patriotism education for the Youth League members, cultivate the students' Outlook on life, values 

and morality, guide the young students to pursue their dreams, realize their own life values, and strive 

for the realization of the Chinese dream. 
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Second, we should take the party's training of reserve forces as our starting point. The League branch 

is an important position to train reserve talents for the party. It is necessary to devote itself to the work 

of grassroots League organizations and the training of Youth League members, guide the all-round 

development of young students, and train socialist builders and successors with both moral and talent 

and all-round development for the party. 

The third is to focus on the connotation construction of the League branch. Create the characteristic 

culture of the League branch, enrich the activities of the League branch with various forms and unique 

creativity, and create the characteristics and quality of the activities of the League branch. 

Fourth, to become the starting point for counselors to carry out their work. Counselors are lighthouses 

and life mentors for students to grow up. Under the guidance of counselors, combined with class and 

professional characteristics, around the work of the League building center, they organize various 

kinds of League learning activities that are conducive to the growth of young students, so that 

counselors can become a powerful hand in the League building work and League branch construction. 

Fifthly, we should focus on the construction of League cadres. The League cadres are the important 

core of the League branch and the backbone of the construction of the League branch. The 

construction of the League cadres directly affects the combat effectiveness and influence of the 

League branch. We should not only give full play to the leading role of the League Cadres in the 

construction of the League branch, but also give full play to the leading role of the League Cadres in 

the ideological and political education, so as to create a good class style and learning style for the 

construction of the class and form a good learning atmosphere of chasing each other. 

3. Strengthen class infrastructure 

Class is the starting point and end point of university education and teaching, and the most basic unit 

of implementing quality education. Class construction focuses on class system construction and class 

culture construction. It's just that there are no rules, no boundaries. If a class does not have a 

systematic system, the class is bound to be in chaos. Class system is the premise of all systems. As 

the basic unit of education management, excellent and perfect class system determines the success or 

failure of class construction, which is very important for class management. According to the 

questionnaire survey of 3616 students, 84.71% of them have rules and regulations in their classes, as 

shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 Do you have rules and regulations in your class 

Option Number statistics Proportion 

Yes 3063 84.71% 

No 553 15.29% 

Person times of this question 3616  

However, the construction of class culture reflects the spirit and value orientation of the class. As an 

organic part of the whole school culture, class culture integrates many elements such as material, 

system and spirit, forming a strong educational atmosphere. It is loaded with many educational 

functions, such as condensing class members, stimulating students' ideal creative potential, promoting 

class harmony and endowing students with aesthetic ability. Through the careful cultivation of 

counselors, find the right direction, reflect the soul of the class. 

4. Building a three-dimensional integrated linkage mechanism for the 
construction of the party, the league and the class 

Through the construction, form the three-dimensional integrated overall linkage mechanism of Party 

branch, League branch and class construction. Make it a three-dimensional integrated whole linkage 

construction mechanism with class construction as the foundation, League branch construction as the 

grasp and Party branch construction as the core, a three-dimensional integrated student cadre training 

mechanism with class cadres, League cadres and branch committees as the unity, and a three-
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dimensional integrated instructor allocation mechanism with close cooperation of counselors, general 

League branch secretaries and Party branch secretaries. Three dimensional integration, coordinated 

development, achieve the effect of 1 + 1 + 1 > 3, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1  

4.1 Problems in league branch construction 

First of all, in the work of student management and ideological and political education, the Party 

branch, the League branch and the class are relatively independent. Each organization has its own 

different working methods and management modes. All, the party, the league and the class should 

cooperate sincerely and strengthen communication. Secondly, through the establishment of the Party 

group in the student Party branch, different party groups guide different grades and majors, and the 

party members of each Party group guide the class specifically. Fully maintain the communication 

between Party members and class committees and League cadres, guarantee the three-dimensional 

integrated overall linkage mechanism of Party branch, League branch and class in work, and always 

maintain the core role of Party branch, the grasp role of League branch in service and education, and 

the basic role of class. We will work in three ways, effectively integrate class work with League 

branch work, steadily advance it, and make the core work of the Party branch more effective. 

4.2 Establish a three-dimensional integrated governance model with clear division of labor 
among the party, the league and the class 

First, we should make clear the role of the Party branch as a political bastion. Student Party branch is 

the core of class construction, the main bridge and link between Party members, league members and 

ordinary students, and the grass-roots organization among young students. The party members are 

basically distributed in the third and fourth grades. There are basically no party members in freshmen, 

so the Party branch cannot be established. At this time, the Party branch should cooperate with the 

League branch in the same frequency, optimize the utilization of resources, give full play to the 

educational role of the League branch in the junior league members, make the Party branch become 

the core leader, and jointly do a good job of ideological guidance for young students. 

The second is to give full play to the holding role of the League branch. The Communist Youth 

League is the party's assistant and reserve force, and it is an important hand for the party to carry out 

ideological education. In the construction of the three-dimensional integrated linkage mechanism of 

the party, the league and the class, the League branch should play a good role in guiding, serving and 

organizing. Carry out ideological and political education together with the Party branch, do a good 

job in class management together with the class committee, achieve the link between the preceding 

and the following, and truly become a powerful hand in the construction of the three-dimensional 

integrated linkage mechanism of the party, the league and the class. 
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Third, do a good job in class infrastructure. Class construction is a basic project in the construction 

of the three-dimensional overall linkage mechanism of the party, the league and the class. It is 

particularly important to establish and improve the class system and clarify the responsibilities of the 

Party branch, the League branch and the class. If an organization wants to play its various roles and 

improve its work efficiency, it must have a standard system and regulations to guide and follow. 

Therefore, in order to construct the three-dimensional overall linkage mechanism of the party, the 

Communist Youth League and the class, it is necessary to do a good job in the basic construction of 

the class, make clear the nature and function of the work among the Party branch, the Communist 

Youth League branch and the class, make their division of labor reasonable, mutual coordination, 

mutual assistance and mutual progress, and effectively improve the management effect of each 

organization. 

5. Conclusion 

With the continuous change of college student management and ideological and political education 

in the new situation, the construction of the three-dimensional integrated linkage mechanism of the 

Party branch, the League branch and the class is based on the current situation, relying on the joint 

efforts of the three, scientific and effective, committed to cultivating excellent Communist Party 

members, promoting the ideological awareness of young students, promoting the all-round and 

healthy development of students, forming a coordinated and unified The mode of students' self-

management is helpful to further promote the students' management and ideological and political 

education in Colleges and universities. It is believed that in practice, the three-dimensional overall 

linkage mechanism of the party, the league and the class will be improved and carried out more 

effectively. 
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